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At Sir Thomas Rich’s we strive for excellence in all that 

we do.  We provide teaching of the highest quality 

alongside care for the individual and we have high       

expectations of our students.   

 

Sixth Formers typically study 4 subjects in Year 12 and 3 

or 4 in Year 13.  Some complete an AQA Bac Extended 

Project in their chosen area. Others study Open 

University modules.  There is an extensive range of 

sports and community activities and an enrichment 

programme which includes important life skills. 

 

Examination results are typically at the highest grades 

and the school has a fine record of Oxbridge and Higher 

Education entry.  Almost all our Sixth Formers go on to 

further specialist study. 

 

Every Ofsted report has graded every aspect of                    

Sir Thomas Rich’s as outstanding, from behaviour to   

extra-curricular provision, quality of teaching to           

academic attainment. We offer young people the          

opportunity to study successfully in a well-disciplined,  

caring and happy environment. 

 

 

Excellence 
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We pride ourselves on knowing our students well. 

We have a ‘small school ethos’ in which  

relationships between students, and between             

students and  teachers, are warm, friendly and           

mutually supportive. 

 

Our Sixth Form numbers 355 students, of whom 135 

are girls. Boys and girls join us from many                                  

secondary schools in the county and from further 

afield. We are mindful that joining a new school and 

the prospect of more advanced study can be           

daunting.  It is very important to us that our               

students settle quickly and our July induction week 

starts the process of making friends and finding out 

about the challenges and opportunities of Sixth 

Form life.  Sir Thomas Rich’s is characterised by    

positive attitudes and high expectation.  

 

Our staff and students are approachable and               

unpretentious.  We work closely with our students 

and their parents to ensure that our Sixth Formers 

are able to enjoy their studies, make progress, 

achieve high standards and become valued              

members of our School community. 
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Examinations are important but they are only part 

of the story. At Sir Thomas Rich’s we encourage the          

development of talents and interests through              

participation in a rich extra-curricular programme. 

Sport from rugby to netball, rowing to                        

badminton, music instrumental and choral         

concerts, rehearsals and performances from solo 

artists to groups to full orchestra and drama, at 

least two productions each year, are all thriving at 

Rich’s. There are clubs to join, including Duke of 

Edinburgh Award, and House events in which to 

compete. 

 

Our General Studies programme cultivates a range 

of life skills, such as cooking, self-defence and First 

Aid. Our students become well-rounded young 

men and women, highly qualified, sociable and 

with interests and experiences which stand them in 

good stead for later life. 

 

A varied programme of Careers Advice and Higher 

Education planning includes conferences,                 

interview practice and speakers from universities to 

help our students into higher education, the world 

of work and independence. 
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We find that students respond to the increased freedom 

and self-reliance of Sixth Form life by demonstrating 

greater responsibility, both for their own behaviour and 

study, and in helping others. We provide leadership  

courses for students who are strong role models, and        

students are appointed as Prefects,  Observators (Senior 

Prefects) and School Captains.  They become House             

Captains, Form Representatives, mentors who help  

younger pupils, and work in local primary schools and in 

our neighbouring special school.  Sixth Formers organise 

charitable fund-raising and they are ambassadors for             

Sir Thomas Rich’s when representing the School . 

 

We strongly encourage students to give some of their 

time to help others or to help the School, the                  

opportunities at Sir Thomas Rich’s are plentiful. 
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What sets Sir Thomas Rich’s apart? We believe we provide 

a unique and wonderful educational experience. But what 

makes Sir Thomas Rich’s different? Some of the distinctive 

features of Richian life are: 

 

 superb teaching; 

 pride in being part of a school of national                   

reputation; 

 unrivalled community spirit: we get on well with, 

and respect, each other; 

 the strength of our extra-curricular provision. All  

students get involved beyond the classroom; 

 pastoral support: we provide help whenever            

needed; 

 aspiration: we set high standards and work together 

to achieve them. 

 

We hope that this prospectus and your visit give you a  

flavour of the School of which we are so proud. 

 



 

 

 

“After studying Art throughout lower school, I decided to continue into A-Level. The versatility of 

the subject and its potential for creativity, whilst offering students the chance to express them-

selves in an enriching and unique way is what makes it truly appealing. Art offers students the free-

dom to become a well-rounded student using personal development; I would therefore recom-

mend it to all students regardless of any desired career path.” 

Arun Mistry 

Course Information 

Art 
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WHY STUDY ART? 
 

Most students choose Art because they enjoy it.  As a 

practically-based subject, Art is able to offer a contrast 

to most other A Level subjects and allows students the 

opportunity to explore ideas and progress in a personal 

way.  Many students choose Art  because they enjoy the 

challenge and the opportunity to choose topics and 

techniques that build on their experiences at GCSE.  Art 

encourages self-discipline and organisation, whilst 

allowing students to interact with their peers, as well as 

members of staff.  Art lessons are taught to both Year 12 

and Year 13 students at the same time, therefore pupils 

benefit from the advice and support of others who have 

undergone similar experiences. Many students who 

choose Art discover it becomes their favourite subject. 

 

 

TOPICS 

 

There are no set topics within the A Level Art                    

specification.  The coursework element is generated  

directly from the four-day residential trips undertaken in 

September each year, either to St. Ives or Liverpool. On 

our return, students are encouraged to find their own 

direction, with individual guidance, based on their     

particular interests. This ensures that every student is 

working on aspects of the subject that engage them 

and this is therefore much more likely to be a positive            

experience, rather than following a series of set tasks. 

The resulting work is varied, challenging and exciting. 

Each coursework unit lasts from September to February 

and is broken up into three-week mini-projects,               

interspersed with Appraisal Weeks, where students          

discuss their progress in groups. Final outcomes are          

generally completed after Christmas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

Students take the AQA Art and Design AS and A2 Level  

specifications. Most will be entered for the general Art, 

Craft and Design endorsement, but occasionally a 

student may be entered for one of the other 

endorsements, such as Graphic Communication or 

Photography, if their work fulfils the specific criteria for 

that area of study.  Each course contains a coursework 

and an examination element, each worth 50% of the 

total mark. The coursework lasts from September to 

February each year, with the examination starting in 

March and ending in May. The examination is known as 

the ‘Externally Set Task’ and begins with a paper set by 

AQA containing a selection of starting points.  Students 

will be given guidance and support throughout the 

examination period, beginning with a presentation 

outlining possible ways of interpreting each question. 

 

 

CAREERS 
 

Students who have studied Art have gone on to many 

varied career paths.  This not only includes the 

traditional art-based degree subjects such as 

Architecture, Textile Design, Interior Design, Fine Art, 

Film-making and Photography, but also less expected 

career paths, such as Dentistry, Law and Teaching.  Until 

last year, the most  popular move after A Level Art was to 

take a Foundation Course, although since the closure of 

the course at Cheltenham, many now choose to apply 

directly to a degree course.  Robin Boyden left Tommy’s 

in 2004 and is now a successful freelance illustrator. 

Richard Meinertzhagen also is currently pursuing an ICT/

graphics career, whilst David Stokes is now an aspiring 

photographer. 



 

 

 

Course Information 

Biology 

“I enjoy Biology because of the variety it brings: from the reactions that happen inside cells to the 

interactions between organisms in ecosystems.  Everyone will find something that fascinates them. 

The range of teaching methods used, including practical work and field studies, ensures that the 

subject is really brought to life.” 

Matthew Taylor 
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WHY STUDY BIOLOGY? 

 
 

Biology is rewarding, challenging, interesting and above 

all relevant. It is the study of life - your future. Your 

knowledge of Biology may be used to understand and 

perhaps help solve many of today’s problems such as 

illness, food production, conservation and the control of 

pollution.  You will gain an awareness of contemporary 

issues such as organ transplantation, disease epidemics, 

genetic engineering and biotechnology.  
 

You will gain practical, manipulative and observational 

skills, and develop the ability to interpret and evaluate  

data. 

 

TOPICS 
 

Year 12 units include work on cell structure, biological 

molecules, exchange systems (e.g. breathing), plant and 

mammalian transport, cell division, DNA and protein 

synthesis, evolution, biodiversity, disease and the immune 

system.  

 

Year 13 units include work on homeostasis, nerves, 

hormones, excretion, photosynthesis, respiration, 

genetics, cellular control, biotechnology, plant and animal 

responses, ecosystems, populations and sustainability. 

 

Year 12 students visit the Natural History Museum in 

Oxford to study classification and evolution.  A one day 

field course is also usually undertaken.  Year 13 students 

are expected to attend a 4 day residential course held at a 

Field Studies Council Centre in Pembrokeshire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

 
 

The Examination Board for the course is OCR Biology A 

specification. 
 

The examination will consist of three written papers.          

The papers will include content from the Y12 and Y13 

teaching units: 
 

Paper 1— Biological Processes 2h 15min (100 marks) 

Paper 2—Biological Diversity 2h 15min (100 marks) 

Paper 3—Unified Biology (synoptic) 1h 30min (70 marks) 

Practical based questions will be included in all papers 

(15% weighting). There will be a minimum 10% 

mathematical skills weighting. 
 

Practical Endorsements  
 

Practical's will be carried out throughout the course. 

Students must record a minimum of 12 of these (showing 

a range of skills. These will be assessed to achieve a 

“Practical Endorsement: Pass” on their Biology A Level 

certificate. 

 
 

CAREERS 

 
Biology has direct relevance to many degrees and career 

paths and is especially useful for those wishing to 

progress further in medical, environmental or biochemical 

careers.  Previous students have gone on to careers in 

Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, Physiotherapy, 

Nursing, Radiography, Ophthalmology, Microbiology, 

Forensics Pharmacy, Teaching and Horticulture.  Students 

have also gone on to research in Biochemistry, 

Environmental  issues and Marine Ecology. 

Biology is recognised as a challenging subject by 

universities and is valued as an A Level qualification 

whatever the discipline applied for.  Biology will help you 

develop a diverse range of important skills including 

research, practical, analytical and evaluative, which will aid 

your progression in your chosen career path. 



 

 

“I enjoy the variety that studying Business presents, the course covers many different areas of both business 

departments and the external environment. The teachers in the Business Studies department combine both 

their knowledge and experience with current real world businesses when teaching, which is interesting and 

enhances our studies beyond the textbook. Taking part in Young Enterprise is a great way of putting Business 

Studies knowledge into practice.” 

 

Hayden Lefley 

Course Information 

Business Studies 
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WHY STUDY BUSINESS STUDIES? 
 

Business Studies is a dynamic subject as the business 

environment is constantly changing and this is what 

makes the subject so exciting to study.  On the 

academic side, Business Studies involves analysing the 

internal workings of contemporary business 

organisations with the focus being on departmental 

areas such as marketing and production.  The external 

environment within which businesses operate is also 

studied and the effects this can have upon decision-

making within a business.  We also refer to major 

topical issues that can generate change for business 

organisations such as the recent Credit Crunch and 

tentative recovery. Current case studies are often 

utilised in the classroom and students are encouraged 

to keep up-to-date with business in the news by 

reading broadsheets and watching TV programmes 

such as “The Apprentice” and “Dragon’s Den”.  

 

TOPICS 
 

In studying Business Studies at A Level, you will learn 

how businesses operate in terms of the following 

departmental areas:  marketing, accounting and 

finance, human resource planning and operations 

management. The level of study is far more rigorous 

than at GCSE, for instance work on human resources 

involves analysing numerous motivation theories, 

evaluating different leadership styles, understanding 

the trends in flexible work patterns and examining 

different  hierarchical structures.  In the second year of 

the course, there is a much greater focus on business 

objectives and strategy including tactical decisions and 

operational decisions.  The causes and effects of change 

are examined in much more depth and there is a wider 

international dimension when studying such  issues as 

the Euro.  

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

Assessment is 100% examination.  There are three 

examinations at the end of the second year.  

Component 1, Business Opportunities and Functions,  

consists of compulsory short answer questions and a 

compulsory data response questions based on basic 

business topics such as types of businesses and 

external factors influencing businesses.  

Component 2, Business Analysis and Strategy, consists 

of compulsory data response questions focused on  

analytical and decision making models and business 

strategy.   

Component 3, Business in a Changing World, consists 

of compulsory high mark questions based on a case 

study and one essay question from a choice of three.  

All three papers are 2 hours and 15 minutes in length 

and are equally weighted in determining the final            

A Level grade. Each component builds on the 

knowledge and understanding of the previous 

components. 

 

CAREERS 

 

You may wish to pursue a degree course in Business 

Studies or a specific area of the subject that you have 

enjoyed. For instance, many students go on to study 

marketing, economics, accounting, law, politics and 

business management. Alternatively, you may wish to 

study a combined course such as business with a 

language, business with sport studies or the 

psychology of business.  

Instead of higher education you may decide to enter, 

the workforce and many employers will welcome the 

fact that you have knowledge of business: There are 

many suitable industries to enter such as finance, retail, 

marketing and manufacturing. Alternatively, you may 

wish to start up your own business and your knowledge 

of Business Studies A Level would be of great help 

when writing and implementing your business plan. 
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WHY STUDY CHEMISTRY? 
 

Chemistry seeks to explain the behaviour of matter 

around us so we have a better understanding of how 

things work, enabling chemists to improve anything 

from anti-cancer drugs to industrial catalysts, new smart  

materials to biodegradable plastics.  As a chemist, you 

might be involved in making new materials for faster 

computers and more complex mobile phones or            

working in a dynamic business environment.  From   

research in space to the depths of the oceans,            

Chemistry is the central science bringing together       

essential aspects of Biology and Physics .  It is routinely 

required for Medicine or other related courses.  It            

remains a very popular yet challenging subject as      

students seek to broaden their chemical understanding 

preparing themselves for further education as well as                    

complementing other scientific study.  

 

TOPICS 
 

The topics studied over the 2 years: 
 

 Atoms, compounds, molecules and equations  

 Amount of substance Acid–base and redox 

reactions  

 Electrons, bonding and structure 

 The periodic table and periodicity Group 2 and the 

halogens  

 Reaction rates and equilibrium pH and buffers 

 Enthalpy, entropy and free energy  

 Redox and electrode potentials  

 Transition elements  

 Organic chemistry 

 Polymers Organic synthesis  

 Analytical techniques (IR and MS)  

 Chromatography and spectroscopy (NMR) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emphasis throughout the course is on developing 

knowledge, competence and confidence in practical 

skills and problem solving. You will learn how society 

makes decisions about scientific issues and how 

sciences contribute to the success of the economy and 

society. 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
  

Total of 6 hours of examinations (2 x 2 hours 15 minutes 

and 1 x 1 hour 30 minutes) taken at the end of the 

second year. 

 

Pupils will be expected to answer a wide range of 

question types including multiple choice, short answer 

and extended response questions. 

 

Pupils will also be expected to complete a practical 

endorsement during which pupils will display a number 

of skills. 

 

 

 

CAREERS 
 

Students who have studied Chemistry at A Level enter 

University to study a variety of subjects: Chemical             

Sciences, Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, 

Medical Sciences, Forensic Science as well as a wide 

range of other science subjects.  More recently, 

students such as Tom Hopes, Jenny Heath and John 

Henrikson have chosen the more traditional route of 

Chemistry degrees.  Others have gone on to study Law, 

Archaeology and subjects unrelated directly to 

sciences.   

 

 

 

 

 

“I enjoy A Level Chemistry as it extends my understanding beyond GCSE with explanations that are 

more detailed.  I really like the challenging nature of the subject and the way it encourages me to 

think more deeply. The practical experiments are enjoyable and extend my understanding too.” 

 

Dominic  Trott 



 

 

Course Information 
 

Design 
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“Design is a really diverse subject which utilises and develops many different skills, from creativity to problem 

solving. I find that Design is a great supplement to other, more academic subjects, and those who have an 

organised, methodical approach will thrive. I would strongly recommend Design and Technology at STRS  

for any student who is considering engineering or design based subject at university, or anyone who just 

wants a change from other subjects.” 

 

George Hopes  

WHY STUDY DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY? 
  

The study of Design and Technology is intended to  

provide students with the opportunity to:- 

  

Develop their own creativity, capability and                

entrepreneurial skills. 

  

Apply their knowledge, skills and understanding to a 

range of technological activities. 

  

Develop analytical, critical and collaborative skills. 

  

TOPICS 
   

YEAR 12 AS LEVEL 

  

Unit 1.  Portfolio of Creative Skills: gives students the             

opportunity to demonstrate their creative skill and ability to 

Investigate, Design and Manufacture in three distinct Mini 

Projects. 

  

Unit 2.  Design and Technology in Practice: the study of           

Resistant Materials, components and processes and how 

they are used in the design and manufacture of everyday 

objects; analysis of products; investigation of topics such as 

Systems and Components, Industrial and Commercial 

Practices, Quality, and Health & Safety and Design in 

practice. 

  

YEAR 13 A2 LEVEL 

  

Unit 3.  Designing for the Future: students need to be aware 

of the contributions made by designers of the past and how 

they can provide inspiration for the future.  They should also 

be aware of the impact that design and technological          

activities have on our environment and our society. 

 

Unit 4.  Commercial Design: a coursework project, where 

students design and make a solution to a real problem in 

consultation with a client/user adopting a commercial 

design approach. 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
  

Unit 1.  Portfolio of Skills  60% AS  30% A2 

  

Unit 2.  1½ Hour Exam  40% AS  20% A2 

  

Unit 3.  2 Hour Exam   40% A2  20% GCE 

  

Unit 4.   Design Project    60% A2  30% GCE 

  

  

CAREERS 
  

This is an ideal course for those students intending to 

pursue a career in areas such as Engineering, Graphic 

Design, Product Design, Production Engineering, Interior 

Design, Materials Science, Architecture, Micro Electronics 

and Control Systems. 

  

After studying Biology, Business Studies and Design and 

Technology at A Level, Duncan Stevenson left Sir 

Thomas Rich’s in 2005 to study Multimedia Technology & 

Design at Brunel University, London.  In 2009, he gained 

a First Class BSc with Honours and is now working as a 

Graphic Designer for the National Health Service. 

  

Joel Trougton left Sir Thomas Rich's to study Materials 

Science Engineering at Swansea University, where he 

gained a 2:1 B.Eng degree with honours. He is about to 

start the final year of his 4 year EngD [Engineering 

Doctorate]. Sponsored by Tata Steel, he is researching 

organolead halide solar cells for commercialisation at the 

“SPECIFIC” research centre [sustainable product 

engineering centre for innovative functional industrial 

coatings].  

 

Mike Parry left STRS after studying Further Maths, Physics 

and DT at A Level. He gained a first class masters honours 

degree in automotive engineering at Loughborough 

University in 2013. He is now a design engineer working on 

vehicle ballistic protection at Permali in Gloucester.  
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WHY STUDY ECONOMICS? 

Economics relates to every aspect of our lives, from the 

decisions we make as individuals or families to the 

structures created by governments and firms. The 

economic way of thinking can help us make better 

choices. Students following an Economics course will 

develop an enquiring, critical and thoughtful 

'economist's mind'. They will develop an 

understanding of current economic issues, problems 

and institutions that affect everyday life.   This course 

allows students to explore a range of economic issues 

and draw on data from local, national and 

international sources.  In studying Economics, students 

will gain an understanding of current economic issues 

such as: can car usage be reduced through toll roads? 

can the government control big business power? can 

the government continue to scale back public 

spending: and can the Bank of England monitor and 

control the banking sector?  Students develop their 

ability to analyse, apply and reason in different 

situations using appropriate techniques, language and 

vocabulary.   

 

TOPICS 

Central to Economics are the forces of demand and 

supply that lead to the price mechanism allocating 

scarce resources in markets - this is the focus of 

microeconomics.  Real world case studies are drawn on 

to illustrate economic theory in practice.  However, 

there are cases of markets failing and we study their 

causes and possible policy remedies.  Policy remedies 

are evaluated for their effectiveness.  Macroeconomics 

involves the study of the key measures of economic 

performance and the main objectives and instruments 

of economic policy.  Students are introduced to the 

use of aggregate demand and aggregate supply 

curves to understand why demand and/or supply side 

policies may be seen as appropriate ways of managing 

an economy.   

 

EXAMINATION 

This course is 100% examination with three 

examinations at the end of the second year.   

Component 1, Microeconomics, covers the basic 

economic problem, how a market economy works, the 

theory of demand and supply, market failure and 

government correction of market failure. Component 

2, Macroeconomics, covers economic policy objectives 

indicators of macroeconomic performance, aggregate 

demand and supply analysis, fiscal, monetary and 

supply-side policies. 

Components 1 and 2 are assessed through a 

compulsory data response question and two essays 

(each essay has a choice of two questions).  

Component 3 is a synoptic unit and draws on the 

content of Components 1 and 2. This is assessed 

through 15 multiple choice questions, a compulsory 

data response question and one essay from a choice of 

two questions. 

 

CAREERS 

You may wish to pursue a degree course in Economics 

or a specific area of the subject that you have enjoyed 

such as Development Economics.  Alternatively, you 

may wish to study a related subject such as Business 

Management, Marketing, Accounting, Law, Politics and 

Land Management.   

Instead of further education you may decide to join 

the workforce and many employers will welcome the 

fact that you have knowledge of Economics.  Suitable 

careers may be found in Banking, Law, Retail 

Management, Accountancy and  Economic Analysis. 

Numerous students from last year have continued 

their studies in Economics at university, for instance 

students are reading Economics at York, Cardiff, 

Birmingham, Exeter and Bath. Students are also taking 

related courses such as PPE at York and Accounting 

and Finance at Warwick. 

“Economics is a fascinating subject and has endless links to the real world. For instance, at recent 

conference one of the speakers discussed the expansion of Heathrow Airport and its economic impacts.            

I am also taking part in Target 2.0 where my team will have to justify our view on whether interest rates 

should change. The best thing about this subject is that it’s useful in everyday life; I now understand what 

they’re talking about on the news!" 
  

 

Luca Steel 
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WHY STUDY ENGLISH? 

 

You will enjoy studying English Literature at A Level if 

you want to become familiar with a selection of the 

best contemporary and classic writing.  You will study 

texts chosen from writers as diverse as Shakespeare, 

Oscar Wilde, Samuel Beckett, Toni Morrison and Kazuo 

Ishiguro, and take part in stimulating lessons based 

around discussion and debate.  The course requires a 

commitment to wider reading and we want to attract 

students who love reading and who recognise the 

importance of literature as an integral and exciting part 

of our culture.  English Literature is a very well 

respected subject amongst Russell group universities, 

and the skills of debate, analysis and written 

communication you will acquire will be invaluable 

across a wide range of subjects both at A Level and 

undergraduate level. 

 

TOPICS 

 

English Literature A Level offers you plenty of variety: 

you will be able to study a diverse range of texts and 

topics across all three genres of prose, drama and 

poetry.  Texts range from plays by Shakespeare to 

much more contemporary texts by modern writers 

such as  Margaret Atwood and Khaled Hosseini.  The 

coursework element of the course allows room for the 

individual choice of text and also the opportunity for 

recreative writing.  The study of prose texts is genre-

based, with topics such as ‘Crime and Detection’ and 

‘Science and Society’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

 

From 2015, we will study the Edexcel Specification for    

A Level English Literature:  

 

Component 1: You will study a play by Shakespeare 

and one other drama text.  Assessment is by a two-hour 

exam, where you will answer one question on each 

text.  This is an open book exam and it is worth 30% of 

the A Level marks. 

 

Component 2: You will study two novels on a chosen 

theme, one of which must have been published before 

1900.  Assessment is by a one-hour exam, where you 

will answer one comparative question.  It is an open 

book exam and is worth 20% of the A Level marks. 

 

Component 3: You will answer one question on an 

unseen poem and one question on your set poems.  

This is a two-hour exam and is open book.  It is worth 

30% of the A Level marks.  

 

Component 4: Coursework. You will write one 

comparative essay on two texts, or one recreative piece 

with commentary, and one shorter comparative essay.  

Here you will have free choice of texts to study, but 

they must be linked by theme or period.  The word 

count for both options is 2500-3000 words.  This 

component is worth 20% of your A Level marks. 

 

 

CAREERS 

Students of English Literature often go on to top-

ranking universities to study English and other related 

subjects. After university, English degrees are a sound 

basis for a wide range of careers in Public Relations, the 

Media, Law, Marketing and Management Consultancy. 

 

 

“I chose English Literature because of the versatility of the subject, and because it complements other 

art subjects. It is also a genuinely fun, thought provoking and the teachers are fantastic”. 

Sam Keeling 



 

 

 

Course Information 

French 
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WHY STUDY FRENCH? 

The official language of France, Switzerland and 

Belgium, French is the most widely spoken language in 

Europe. Its influence extends further afield, being one 

of the official languages of Canada and spoken in 

Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and Polynesia. In an 

increasingly competitive world, learning French can 

provide international opportunities that are otherwise 

not available. Achieving competence in French can 

enhance your career prospects in a wide range of job 

sectors, including business, advertising, travel and 

tourism, government service and teaching. With 

stunning and varied scenery, fine food and a rich 

culture, France and the French language have much to 

offer. 

 

TOPICS 

In addition to eight timetabled periods of French per 

week, students have a weekly conversation class with 

the French language assistant, which helps them to 

increase fluency and confidence in speaking. Students 

are expected to be actively involved in the lessons, 

contributing to group discussions, making short 

presentations, listening and responding to authentic 

French.  

 

We expect students to display an enthusiasm for 

French language and culture, as well as the 

determination to develop their language skills to the 

full. Taking the opportunity to visit France is one such 

way of doing so. Year 12 students are invited to take 

part in the exchange visit to our partner school in 

Oloron -Sainte -Marie near Pau in the South West of 

France.  

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

Students are prepared for the AQA AS Level 

qualification.  Students take the following AS 

examinations at the end of Year 12:  

Unit 1:  Listening, Reading and Writing  

  (70% of AS Level); 

Unit 2:  Speaking (30% of AS Level). 

 

 

CAREERS 

Students at Sir Thomas Rich’s combine the study of 

modern foreign languages with a wide range of other 

subjects. This adds variety to their curriculum and 

boosts their future career prospects in the era of 

globalisation where communication is often the key to 

success. The high proportion of Rich’s linguists who 

choose to continue their study of languages at 

university after completing an A Level in French is 

encouraging. Former Rich’s linguists have pursued 

careers in many different areas of employment such as 

teaching (Lewis Cook, 2000, Modern Languages 

coordinator at Longlevens Junior School, Thomas 

Williams, 2008, Teach First programme in Birmingham” 

so that he joins Lewis Cook as another teacher!),  

economics (Luke Sibieta, 2002, Institute of Fiscal 

Studies), translation (Raymond Rees, 2007, InterCall) 

and many more including sales and marketing, law, 

media and tourism.  

The following students have embarked on degree 

courses in the last three years: 

2013 

Isaac Leaver: St Andrews (Medieval History and 

French), Katrina Manning: Exeter (Modern Languages) 

and Vanessa Yuen: Swansea (French) 

2014 

Alexander Fullerton: Trinity College, Oxford (French) 

Jack Green: Birmingham (Law and French Law) 

Megan Hurley: Warwick (English and French) 

“ I was nervous at first, as I came from a different school, but my teachers were really welcoming and 

understanding. Now I enjoy my French lessons and my time with the native French speaker. I have made a huge 

improvement  and we all work hard because we want to do well.” 

 

Rebecca McAleer 
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WHY STUDY GEOGRAPHY? 
 

Geography is not only up-to-date and relevant, it is one of the 

most exciting, adventurous and valuable subjects to study 

today.  So many of the world's current problems boil down to 

Geography, and need the geographers of the future to help 

us understand them.  Global warming, sustainable food 

production, natural disasters such as  earthquakes and 

tsunamis, the spread of disease, the reasons for migration and 

the future of energy resources are just some of the great 

challenges facing the next generation of geographers.  

 

Geography acts as a bridge between the Sciences and the          

Humanities and therefore can be combined appropriately 

with a wide range of other studies, from the Sciences and               

Mathematics to Languages, History and Economics. 

 

TOPICS 
 

In AS Physical Geography students study past and  present          

climate change, hydrological issues such as flood                  

management and disaster management  associated with 

plate tectonics.  In AS Human Geography issues studied                 

include the global  population boom, migration and the 

spread of HIV and AIDS.  The settlement module tackles the 

contrasting and  challenging issues facing the villages of the 

British countryside and our urban areas.  In A2 Geography 

students study global development with an emphasis on 

sub-Saharan African and  glaciation, focusing on the impact 

of the last ice age on the British Isles.  Sustainability is also 

an important unit with students studying issues of cities, 

food production, energy and water supplies.  Students also 

complete a geographical  investigation into a topic, in 

recent years this has been a study of deciduous  woodland 

in the Peak District.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

 WJEC AS  G1 Changing Physical Environments 

  (25%) June of Year 12 
 

  G2 Changing Human Environments  

  (25%) June of Year 12 

 

The AS course includes a four-day residential fieldwork                       

programme at Slapton Sands in Devon and an urban 

fieldwork day in Gloucester. 

 

WJEC A2 G4 Sustainability     

  (20%) June of Year 13 
 

  G3A Contemporary Themes in Geography  

  (20%) June of Year 13 
 

  G3B Research in Geography  

  (10%) June of Year 13  

 

The A2 course includes five days of residential fieldwork in          

Snowdonia and the Peak District. 

 

CAREERS 
 

Choosing Geography at school can open the doors to a           

university degree, either specifically in Geography or by           

combining Geography with other A Levels to gain a place on 

a degree programme in another subject.  An A Level in              

Geography is recognised for its academic ‘robustness’ and, 

most importantly, it also helps young people into the world of 

work. We know this is true because so many employers prize 

the knowledge and skills that studying Geography can 

provide, be it knowing how the world works, planning 

research and report writing, working in a team, using new 

technologies and communication skills.  You will find  

geographers working in a wide range of jobs, from planning, 

to working in conservation and the environment, travel and 

tourism, or in  international charities or retail.  Many others 

find that, with Geography’s focus on both literacy and 

numeracy, it is of use in the worlds of business, finance and 

accountancy. 

 

 

 

“Studying Geography has expanded my opinions of the world, giving light to real world matters in  both 

human influenced and physical geography, that I have taken a real interest in. It also gives opportunities for 

many trips around the world, such as China and Uganda, and ties in well with other subjects such as Geology 

and History “ 

Henry Clay-Davies 
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WHY STUDY GEOLOGY? 
 

Geology has long been successfully established at  Sir 

Thomas Rich’s.  It is fundamentally to do with 

understanding the workings of, and unravelling the 

history of, the Earth by  looking at the tiny shreds of 

evidence left behind in Geology’s main resource – the 

rocks.  This is real detective work, and you will develop 

skills to be able to do this.  Geology appeals to both 

scientists and  non-scientists; it is classed as a science 

subject for entry to Higher Education, but it is an applied 

science, using concepts and skills from Physics, 

Chemistry,  Biology, Geography, and  Archaeology.  Many 

students take Geology with science  subjects, which can 

be very helpful, but it is not essential. 

 

 

TOPICS /EXAMINATION 

 
WJEC AS/A2 - AS:  three modules are examined: 

 

Foundation Geology: covering basic Earth Structure, plate             

tectonics, earthquakes and volcanoes, minerals, rocks and 

fossils, geological history, geological structures and maps.  

 

Investigative Geology: a problem solving exercise, 

involving a map of an imaginary area, some photographs, 

with  rock, mineral and fossil specimens. 

  

Geology and the Human Environment: natural and 

human induced hazards (such as  volcanic, pollution), 

engineering geology (dams, tunnels, roads, etc.) 

 

A2: three modules are examined (including one 

coursework): 

Interpreting the Geological Record: advanced study of 

rocks, structures, fossils and geological maps, particularly 

their use in interpreting earth history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thematic Geology: two themes from four specialist 

subjects to be chosen for study. Natural Resources (oil, 

coal, minerals etc.), Quaternary Geology (the Ice Age, 

landform development etc.), the Geological History of 

Britain (over the past 2,900 million years), Geology of the 

Lithosphere (advanced global tectonics).  

 

Geological Investigation: a minimum of two investigative 

exercises; for example – mapping the geological structure 

of a small area in Spain, laboratory investigation of the 

environment in which a sand may have been deposited. 

Fieldwork is an essential, and most would agree, the most 

enjoyable part of the course.  Students should be 

prepared to attend as many field courses as possible, to 

fulfil the coursework requirements, but most importantly, 

to develop their geological skills, awareness and 

understanding, which is only fully developed by 

experience of the “real thing”.  During the course there 

will be the opportunity to attend local day trips, weekend 

trips to places like Devon, Cornwall, Wales, and longer 7-

10 day trips to Scotland, Ireland, France and Spain. 

 

CAREERS 

 

Many of our A Level Geology students have gone on to 

study Geology, Geophysics, Applied Geology and related 

subjects at University, and many of them are now 

working in the field, for example the British Antarctic 

Survey (Andrew Clifford), prospecting for iron ore (Sacha 

Kherkov) and gold (Matthew   Newell) in Australia, in oil 

exploration (IHS Energy – James White, Owen Morley), in 

geotechnical engineering (Gloucester Geotechnical), and 

Geological Conservation (Hereford Geology Trust). 

“As Geology is an uncommon option,  I had no previous knowledge when I arrived.  However, with the support 

of my peers, who were mostly in the same position as myself, and my teacher , Geology quickly became  an 

enjoyable  and engaging subject.  One that especially came to life during our trip to Cornwall.  It is a subject I 

would highly recommend”. 

Sophie Jones 
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WHY STUDY GERMAN? 
 

German in the Sixth Form is an exciting course of study in a  

vibrant and active department.  German is the second most 

popular language to learn in the EU and ranks among the top 

10 most frequently spoken languages in the world.  Germany 

has the largest economy in  the European Union and is home 

to  numerous international corporations.  Learning German 

enhances employment opportunities in government, business, 

law, medicine and health care, teaching,  technology, the 

military, communications, social service, and marketing.  

Learning about German culture will broaden your horizons in 

various areas such as science, literature,  philosophy, theology, 

history, music, film and art. 

 

TOPICS 

 
The course is topic based and we will cover the following 

topics at AS Level: 
 

 Travel and tourism, Hobbies and Sport 

 Entertainment, Customs and traditions 

 Healthy Living; nutrition, diet and exercise 

 Unhealthy living; drugs, aids, smoking, alcohol 

 Relationships and responsibilities, Gender issues 

 Youth Culture (values, peer groups, fashion, trends) 

 Education (vocational training and future careers) 

 Grammar 

 

At A2 Level the following subjects are studied: 

 

 Technology and Transport 

 Pollution, Global warming, Energy, Nuclear and 

renewal energy 

 Conservation, recycling, sustainability 

 Role of the media 

 Racism & Immigration 

 Social exclusion and integration 

 Terrorism 

 World of work (employment, commerce, 

globalization) 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

The WJEC Examination at the end of the year will                 

comprise: 
 

 

CAREERS 

 
The German economy is Europe’s largest and healthiest, with 

ever more companies opening branches in different European 

countries, meaning that learning German can be an intelligent 

professional strategy and provide a boost to your career.  68% 

of Japanese  students study German, recognising the business 

advantage it will bring them.  German is also an important 

asset in many other disciplines and can therefore be combined 

with any other subject at A Level, such as Biology, Physics,  

Chemistry, Linguistics, Religious Studies and Art.  It is an           

important language in the fields of publishing and research 

and a good reading knowledge of German will help you to 

access important research published in German books and              

professional journals. 

 

 

 

AS Level (2 units) GN1 20% - 12-15 minutes 60 raw 

marks; 80 UMS marks 

Oral  

Examiner led discussion of topics 

A2 Level (the above plus a further 2 units) 

GN3 20% - 15-20 minutes 60 raw marks; 80 

UMS marks 

Oral 

Structured Discussion 

GN4 30% - 3 hours 98 raw marks; 120 UMS 

marks 

Listening Reading, Writing and Responding 

Translation English - target language 

Guided Studies Essay 

“I had never imagined that my German communications skills could improve in such a short time. I 

truly enjoy the subject and the different teaching and learning styles; class teaching, weekly one to one 

with a language assistant and using the computer suite regularly.  Learning German is rewarding and 

great fun!”  
 

 

Emma Coleman 
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WHY STUDY HISTORY? 
 

History deals with the recorded past. Everything we 

know about what people have done and how they 

lived their lives. It is a study of the reasons for social, 

economic, cultural and political change and of the 

effects of these changes.   

 

By studying history we develop our knowledge and 

understanding of our past.  We may then assess where 

we are in the present and perhaps imagine future 

possibilities. 

 

History affects all of us, enriching our lives.  It also 

allows us to develop our transferable skills.  At A Level 

these include the ability to think critically, to evaluate 

contemporary and more recent sources, to build 

powerful arguments and communicate them 

effectively.  A Level Historians work collaboratively as 

part of a team but equally are highly independent. 

TOPICS 

The department follows the AQA A Level specification.  

At A Level students study three components.  Two of 

these are examined whereas the coursework 

component is an independent study.  This component 

is internally marked and externally moderated. 

Our topics are as follows: 

Component 1 is a Breadth Study entitled The Tudors: 

England 1485-1603.  We focus on the role of 

individuals, monarchical power and government and 

relationships with foreign powers.  We also study key 

social, economic and religious developments of the 

period. 

Component 2 is a Depth Study entitled The American 

Dream: Reality and Illusion, 1945-1980. We focus on the 

US’ rise to superpower status post World War II and 

challenges to this status from 1963.  Each presidency 

from Truman to Reagan is explored in terms of foreign 

and domestic policy. 

 

 

 

Component 3 is a coursework unit.  Students have a 

choice of themes, either The Changing Role or Status of 

Women, 1845-1945 or The Changing Nature of Warfare 

1845-1945  

EXAMINATION 
 

Component 1 is a written examination lasting 2 hours 

and 30 minutes.  It comprises 40% of the A Level.  

Students answer a compulsory question on 

interpretations of the past and write two essays from a 

choice of three. 

Component 2 is a written examination lasting 2 hours 

and 30 minutes.  It comprises 40% of the A Level.  

Students answer a compulsory question on primary 

sources and write two essays from a choice of three. 

Component 3 is a coursework essay of 3500 words It 

comprises 20% of the A Level. 

 

CAREERS 

 

A Level History provides you with contextual 

knowledge, an appreciation of the culture and 

attitudes of societies other than our own and 

important research skills.  It also enables you to 

develop a wide range of other transferable skills, 

which both universities and employers look favourably 

upon.  

The study of History may not seem to offer a direct 

path to your chosen career but it will definitely assist 

you on the career ladder.  The study of History at A 

Level is helpful if you are applying for subjects such as 

Law, Journalism, and Economics.   

If you do choose to study History at University then 

careers in a huge number of fields will be open to you 

including the legal profession, library, information and 

archivist careers, politics, publishing, journalism, 

media, business, public sector administration and the 

charity and voluntary sectors. 

“Taking History at A Level has helped to improve both my essay writing and debating skills, as well as affording 

me the opportunity to study an interesting range of topics.  History is taught in a variety of styles.  This means 

everyone can learn in a way that suits them best.  I would describe the History course as challenging yet very 

rewarding”. 

 

Jack Abbey 
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WHY STUDY MATHEMATICS? 
 

A Level Mathematics builds on and extends the concepts 

learned at GCSE.  It develops essential skills such as             

application of logic, reasoning and problem solving.  It is for 

this reason that Mathematics is so highly regarded in further            

education and the workplace.  

 

Further Mathematics is a more challenging qualification 

and should only be considered by students who relish 

the challenge of Mathematics and are effective 

independent learners.  It  enhances applicants profiles 

especially for those students wishing to take a 

mathematical degree course.  It can make the first year 

of a Mathematics degree more accessible due to the 

topics covered.   

 

 

TOPICS 

 

Core (Pure) Mathematics extends your knowledge and 

understanding of algebra and trigonometry whilst 

introducing some new topics such as calculus, 

exponentials and logarithms.  

 

Mechanics describes mathematically the motion of objects 

and how they respond to different forces.  

 

Statistics will show you how to analyse data and draw                    

conclusions from doing so. New analytical techniques and 

work on probability will be covered. 

 

Further Pure extends and deepens your knowledge and               

understanding. It includes topics such as complex  

numbers, hyperbolic, polar coordinates and matrices. 

 

Decision covers algorithms, solving problems through                  

linear programming and working with networks to find           

solutions to practical problems. 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

All mathematics assessment is examination based.  

OCR 3890 (AS Mathematics), 7890 (A2 Mathematics),  

3892 (AS Further Mathematics) and 7892 (A2 Further  

Mathematics) is followed. 

 

Mathematics: 

AS – Core 1, Core 2 and Mechanics 1 

A2 – Core 3, Core 4 and Statistics 1 

 

Further Mathematics: 

AS – Core 1, Core 2, Mechanics 1, Mechanics 2, Further 

Pure 1 and Decision 1 

A2 – Core 3, Core 4, Further Pure 2, Statistics 1, Statistics 

2 and Decision 2   

 

Each module carries an equal weighting. 

 

 

CAREERS 
 

Mathematics students leave for university well 

equipped to study many courses, including 

engineering, computing, economics, physical sciences, 

medicine, statistics and accountancy.  

 

Such students are warmly welcomed into a vast range 

of career fields including those of finance, engineering,          

aerospace, automotive technology, biomechanics, 

sports science, cybernetics and software programming. 

 

For more ideas, visit www.mathscareers.org.uk 

 

If you wish to study for a non-mathematics related 

course (for example law, politics, languages, psychology 

or sociology) then the complementary skills of logic and 

clear thought you acquire through Mathematics are 

much sought after. 

 

“The support provided by the Maths teachers here at Tommy's has meant that I never go without help 
when it is needed. This has led to a love of the lessons – a view that is shared by many other students.” 

 

Sam King 

http://www.mathscareers.org.uk
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WHY STUDY MUSIC? 
 

Music is a unique form of communication and forms part of 

an individual’s identity.  It brings together intellect and 

feeling and enables personal expression, reflection and 

emotional development.  Research indicates that the study 

of music helps to develop  critical thinking and self-discipline. 

In studying Music, students will develop their performing 

skills by playing a range of styles of music as a soloist and/or 

as an ensemble member.  They will also be given a wide 

range of opportunities to develop their composition skills.  

Students will further develop their musical understanding by 

studying set works to identify important musical features 

and social and historical contexts.  They also learn to identify 

harmonic and tonal features and how to harmonise 

melodies. 

 
 

TOPICS 
 

At both AS and A2, students experience the musical       

disciplines of performing, composing and listening/

understanding by studying three units, one is examined, and 

two are coursework. 

 

AS: Performing Music in any style, on any instrument as part 

of a 5-6 minute assessed performance.  Composing, the 

creation of a 3-minute piece in response to a chosen brief. 

Developing Musical Understanding is the examined unit, 

through the study of works from Instrumental and Vocal 

Music. 

 

A2: Extended Performance, students produce a 12-15   

minute assessed performance of a balanced programme of 

music.  Composition and Technical Study, students choose to 

complete either two compositions, two technical studies or 

one of each.  Further Musical Understanding is the examined 

unit, where students learn to place music in  context and 

identify continuity and change in instrumental music. 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
  

Edexcel AS Level Music 

 

Unit 1: Performing Music (30% of total AS) 

Unit 2: Composing (30% of total AS) 

Unit 3: Developing Musical Understanding (40% of total AS) 

 

Edexcel A2 Level Music 

 

Unit 4: Extended Performance (30% of total A2) 

Unit 5: Composition and Technical Study (30% of total A2) 

Unit 6: Further Musical Understanding (40% of total A2) 

 

 

CAREERS 
 

The full GCE course (AS plus A2) is excellent preparation for 

higher education courses in music, but is equally valuable for 

non-specialists as a second, third or fourth area of study.  The 

AS units alone can offer a broad and satisfying experience for 

those who want to conclude their musical studies at this 

point. 

 

Music is such a broad field - there is the music industry and  

music itself.  There are many career choices.  It is not just 

about   being a performer – there are careers in production 

and studio engineering, composing and arranging, legal 

business and  management, record labels, music media: TV, 

radio and print, education and music therapy. There is 

considerable scope and it is a valid choice to make as a 

career. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

“Taking Music at A-Level gives you so many new opportunities, you get to take part in loads of performances and 

sometimes you get to watch the works that you are studying in class being performed, which is amazing. The 

teachers also make sure you get one-to-one help with any issues you have, from a homework question to 

feedback about a composition.” 

Charlotte Hawkins 
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WHY STUDY PE? 
  

In order to maximise attainment and enjoyment from the 

subject it is advised that you have a keen interest in 

sports as well as physiology. Studying P.E. encourages 

teamwork, communication, and leadership – all of which 

are desirable qualities to a future employer. Although we 

encourage enjoyment from the subject, the overall goal 

is to leave with an excellent qualification in P.E. and 

hopefully pursue a career within the subject area. With 

obesity set to double in the next 20 years, employment 

opportunities in this area are sure to increase with time. If 

the Science route is not for you then you may wish to 

explore sports coaching or analysis, are you the next 

Clive Woodward or Alex Ferguson? Whatever avenue you 

choose, you will be given the opportunity to develop 

your skills here. Our staff have over 40 years of combined 

teaching experience and our excellent facilities of 4 

rugby pitches, 2 football pitches, a sports centre, 7 tennis 

courts, 3 netball courts (1 covered), gym and swimming 

pool allow us to cover all these activities on site. 

  

 

 

TOPICS 
  

You will explore Applied Physiology, Skill and 

Participation in sports. When you move onto A2 you will 

study physiology to optimise performance, psychological 

aspects that optimise performance and evaluation of 

contemporary influences. You will also have 3 practical 

lessons each week to fine tune your coaching officiating, 

choreography and performance skills.   

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 EXAMINATION 
  

AS (30%Theory 20% Practical) – ‘Opportunities for and 

the Effects of Leading a Healthy and Active Lifestyle’ – 

the examination consists of one 2 hour paper.  

Practical - you will be assessed on two practical aspects 

i.e. coaching and performing. 

 

A2 (30% Theory 20% Practical) – ‘Optimising 

Performance and Evaluating Contemporary Issues within 

Sport’. The examination consists of one 2 hour paper. 

Practical assessment is from one area i.e. coach or 

performer and the coursework is linked to this role. 

Higher Performance & Coursework - we would advise 

that you are competent in at least one sport and 

compete regularly for the school and an outside club.  

  

 

 

CAREERS 
  

There is a plethora of careers linked to studying P.E. Over 

the past few years, P.E. has helped the following students 

pursue their first choice careers: Edward Grimer – Oxford 

– Experimental Psychology; Juliane Courtice – 

Manchester – Physiotherapy;  Lewis Harben – 

Southampton – Primary Teaching; Mark Creese – 

Loughborough – Applied Sports Science; Jon Taylor – 

Loughborough – Sports Management. Jamie Dingle – 

Sports Science –Birmingham. 

  

With Britain achieving their best ever Olympics medal 

tally in 2012, UK Sport will want to make sure that they 

leave a true lasting legacy, and to achieve this Britain 

needs to encourage the next Jessica Ennis, Greg 

Rutherford or  Mo Farah to take up the sport, and nurture 

them into a champion. By studying Physical Education 

you could be taking the first steps to assisting the next 

British Gold Medal winner.  

  

 

 

“I moved to Tommy’s from Cleeve School and chose P.E. as one of my AS options. I have found the course both 

challenging and rewarding as we cover a plethora of modules from Physiology to the History of Sport. In the 

practical side of the course, I pursue dance as my main area of assessment. The teachers are supportive and 

knowledgeable, and provide one to one assistance if required. I enjoyed AS P.E. so much that I have taken it 

through to A-Level. I thoroughly recommend P.E. at Tommy’s.” 

Eve Panton 
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WHY STUDY PHYSICS? 

Physicists concern themselves with trying to understand 

how the physical world works.  They do this by following 

conceptual and mathematical models and refining them in 

the light of experimental testing.  Physics has come a long 

way in the last 300 years and new ideas are constantly 

emerging.  Students will experience an awareness of the 

context and historical setting in which physicists develop 

their ideas.  

 

You will be encouraged to develop an analytical mind and 

an ability to communicate ideas with others.  You will need 

to be able to think logically and have an open mind; some 

topics are bewildering! 

 

In order to succeed at A Level you will need to have both 

literacy and numerical skills to a fairly high level. Physics is a 

popular subject at Sir Thomas Rich’s with a history of 

producing excellent examination results. At present we 

have 110 students studying Physics in the Sixth Form.  

 

TOPICS 

 
Over the two year course the following units are studied: 

 

 Measurements and their errors. 

 Particles and radiation. 

 Waves. 

 Mechanics and materials. 

 Electricity. 

 Further mechanics and thermal physics. 

 Periodic motion. 

 Thermal physics. 

 Fields and their consequences. 

 Nuclear physics. 

 Turning points in physics. 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

From 2015 we will study the AQA Physics Specification A.  

This physics course is  a traditional A Level course and we 

believe is the best preparation for future studies for our 

pupils . 

End of Course Assessment is in year 13. 

 Paper 1   2 hours Units 1 to 5 and  6.1  

 Paper 2  2 hours. Units 6.2, 7 and 8. 

 Paper 3  2 hours. Practical skills data  

    analysis and unit 12 

There is no longer a practical assessment which counts 

towards your A Level grade.  Instead. there is a wide range 

of practical tasks that must be carried out during the 

course. You may be asked questions on one of more of 

these practical's in paper 3. 

 

CAREERS 

Employers value Physics qualifications. Success is an 

indication that you can not only solve problems but also 

explain your reasoning in a logical manner.  A Level Physics 

caters for students expecting to make a career in the 

physical sciences or engineering for whom Physics is 

essential preparation, and students whose career aims are 

in medicine, chemical sciences or Geography for whom 

Physics is either compulsory or a highly recommended 

subject at A Level. In recent years physics graduates from 

this school have become: physics researchers, solicitors, 

actuaries, accountants, teachers, engineers or are studying 

for a PhD. 

 

Each year 4 or 5 pupils have been inspired to pursue 

Physics at university.  Most recently (2013 or 2014 entry) 

 

Jack Cribben   Queen Mary’s College, London 

George Day   Bristol University 

Jack Lyes    Exeter University 

Sam Westwood  Birmingham University 

Zak Barlow   Birmingham University 

Benjamin Smith  Natural Sciences, Cambridge  

Steven Tatlow  Durham University 

Joshua Vallender  Bath University  

“Physics at  Tommy’s can be summarised simply. Brilliant teachers who encourage and inspire 

beyond what you would expect.  Their enthusiasm and knowledge have taken me to a different level.  

If you study Physics here you may, like me, end up applying to read the subject at university.” 

 

 

Keith Taylor 
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WHY STUDY POLITICS? 
 

Political decisions shape our lives now and in the 

future, whether we like it or not.  For that reason alone 

young people should be aware of how their  system of 

government operates.  They should also be able, as 

informed citizens, to participate in the democratic  

process and make a difference when they have left 

school.  A Level Politics is ideal preparation for those 

very important privileges that we as citizens of the 

United Kingdom enjoy.  Having said that, the study of 

Politics is an exciting intellectual challenge.  What 

makes Politics different as an academic subject is its 

emphasis on debate, discussion and argument.  Politics 

exists because people disagree, studying Politics looks 

at how, why and when people disagree.  The ability to 

analyse information to make valid judgments is 

fundamentally important. 

 

 

 

TOPICS 

 

The department follows the AQA A Level specification, 

the overall theme of our selected modules encourages 

students to explore the fundamentals of both British   

Politics and the Politics of the USA.  Particular         

emphasis is given to the structure of government and                       

participation.  At AS students study two units, both of 

which are examined; People, Politics and Participation in 

British Politics and Governing Modern Britain. At A2 

students study a further two units based on            

identical themes as the AS course, which instead look at 

the Politics of USA. Unit 3 covers Politics in the USA. Unit 

4 covers  The Government of the USA. Both Units are 

examined, there is no coursework at A Level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

 

 

CAREERS 

 

The A Level Government and Politics course is an ideal         

complement to students who also wish to do History,            

Philosophy and Ethics (RE), Sociology, Economics or                  

Psychology at A Level.        

 

This A Level gives an excellent foundation to those who 

wish to pursue Politics, Law, Economics, Philosophy or     

History to degree level and those who wish to make 

their careers in the legal, journalistic, political or 

business worlds. Government and Politics students go 

on to become Solicitors, Journalists, Writers, Managers, 

Accountants, Teachers, Publishers, Civil Servants, 

Leaders and Politicians. Employers respect and value 

the skills developed in studying Government and 

Politics.  Universities see it as a demanding course that 

prepares students for further study and for life outside.                     

 

 

 

 

Year 12 (AS Level)  Two examinations  - 1½  
hours      

Politics and Participation in 
the UK.   

A choice of 2 out of  4 essay 
type questions, which are 
partly sourced based 

Year 13 (A2 Level)

  

Two examinations  - 1½  
hours 

Politics and participation in 
USA  

Governing the USA. 

 

 
“Studying Politics at Tommy’s has provided an insightful experience into how society and democracy are run. 

Each lesson is fun and engaging with many topics and teaching materials challenging your understanding. As 

politics is a brand new subject for students moving up from GCSE everyone is starting at the same level and 

the teachers are willing to help if you find something difficult. I find this subject to be the most interesting and 

rewarding and recommend anyone with the slightest interest in modern day issues to take it “. 

Phoebe Somper 
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WHY STUDY PSYCHOLOGY? 
 

Psychology is the science of mind and behaviour. 

Psychologists study many aspects of behaviour, such 

as aggression and the development of social 

relationships, in order to understand what causes 

them. Different psychologists subscribe to different 

perspectives and explain behaviour in terms of these 

perspectives. For example, biological psychologists 

would argue that aggression is caused by an excess of 

testosterone or damage to critical areas in the brain, 

whereas social learning theorists would argue 

aggression is behaviour imitated from role models. 

 

By studying Psychology you will learn about how 

behaviour is accounted for by different theories, based 

on an understanding of psychological research (some 

of which you will conduct yourself).  It will enable you 

to have a greater understanding of your own 

behaviour and that of others around you, which is very 

useful in helping you to appreciate diversity in society. 

 

TOPICS 
 

The A Level consists of 3 main components; Research 

Methods, Psychological Themes Through Core Studies 

and Applied Psychology. 

 Research Methods: this area provides students with 

the opportunity to understand what’s involved in a 

range of different research methods and 

techniques, and it creates awareness of associated 

strengths and weaknesses    

 Psychological Themes Through Core Studies: this 

area covers 10 pairs of studies (classic and 

contemporary) to cover a range of areas, including 

social, cognitive and biological psychology.  

Students will also learn about specific  perspectives, 

such as behaviourism and the psychodynamic 

perspective 

 Applied Psychology: this area covers a compulsory 

section on issues in mental health and two further 

applied areas, which are criminal and environmental 

psychology 

EXAMINATION 
  

We follow the OCR specification for A Level 

Psychology, which  has an examination for each 

component at the end of the A Level. 

 

Component 1 – Research Methods (2 hrs) - this asks 

questions based on your knowledge of methodology 

and includes multiple-choice questions, data analysis 

and interpretation and research design from novel 

sources (30%). 

 

Component 2 – Psychological Themes Through Core 

Studies  

(2 hrs) - this requires you to show your knowledge of 

the core studies, perspectives, debates and practical 

applications relating to a novel source (35%). 

 

Component 3 – Applied Psychology (2 hrs) – this 

requires you to answer questions on issues in mental 

health and select questions on criminal and 

environmental psychology to answer.  Answers are 

mostly essay-based (35%). 

 
 

CAREERS 
 

A Level Psychology is always looked upon favourably 

by universities as you need to demonstrate many skills 

to succeed; writing essays, constructing reports, and 

critical analysis skills are all developed.  

 

A degree in Psychology is becoming an increasingly 

competitive area for undergraduates.  Typical offers are 

in the range of AAB at A Level, and can lead to a range 

of careers, such as:-  

 Clinical Psychology 

 Organisational Psychology 

 Educational Psychology 

 Counselling Psychology 

 Sport Psychology 

 Forensic Psychology 

 Academic Researcher 

 

“I took Psychology originally because many people had told me it was an interesting subject that was different 

to the others on offer. Although challenging, I have found it fascinating to understand how people make 

decisions and why they act the way they do – particularly in Criminal Psychology.  I am thrilled to have been 

offered a place at all the Universities I applied to study Psychology, and now I just need to choose where I will 

pursue my learning of this subject”. “ 

Emily Gordon 
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WHY STUDY RELIGIOUS STUDIES? 

 
Philosophy and Ethics allows students to explore 

questions posed by philosophers throughout history, 

from Plato to Richard Dawkins, concerning the purpose 

and meaning of existence and the reasons why we 

have an ethical system.  Studying this subject will 

enable students to develop a range of skills including 

those of analysis and evaluation. It will encourage 

objective reasoning through examination of a variety 

of perspectives in order to reach a justified and 

informed conclusion.  

 

The subject is taught through a number of interactive 

methods but a strong emphasis is placed on the ability 

to debate issues and support arguments. One of the 

highlights of the year is the annual Sixth Form 

conference where students are able to hear key 

scholars debating topical issues and to meet senior 

examiners in the subject.  

 

TOPICS 

 

Greek philosophy as the basis for all subsequent 

thought? 

 

Arguments for the existence of God. 

 

Challenges posed by the problem of evil and scientific 

progress. 

 

Ethical approaches to medicine and conflict, including 

those of Utilitarianism, Natural Law and Kant. 

 

The meaning of religious language. 

 

Beliefs about life after death. 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 

 
Students are prepared for Edexcel Religious Studies 

(8RS01/9RS01).  

 

AS - two papers taken are:  

Foundations (A study of Philosophy & Ethics) 1hour 45 

mins.  

Investigations (A personal  study of an area of 

Philosophy or Ethics) 1hour 15 mins 

 

A2 -  the two papers taken are:  

Developments (Further study of Philosophy & Ethics) 

1hour 45 mins 

Implications (A study of philosophical texts & a 

consideration of their implication for religion & society)                                                                   

1 hour 15 mins 

 

Each paper accounts for 25% of the total marks. 

The questions are divided into two related parts, part (i) 

requiring candidates to explain a particular 

philosophical idea or ethical approach and part (ii) 

being a critical evaluation of this view. 

Each question requires a coherent essay style answer 

worth 30 marks, with the evaluation marks increasing 

from 9 to 12 at A2. 

 

 

CAREERS 

 

A number of our students have gone on to study the 

subject at University. Last year Vashti Kashian—Smith 

went to Cambridge to read  Philosophy and Rachel  

Hamilton to Warwick. Both achieved A* at A2.. 

Opportunities for graduates in the subject are varied. 

The skills developed in examining issues from a variety 

of perspectives are ideally suited to a range of 

professions which require independent thought and 

the presentation of a justified argument. 

 

 

 

 

“I chose RS at A Level because I enjoy exploring the big questions in life. The subject is challenging but  I 

have found it extremely rewarding and one of the best decisions I have made. I enjoy participating in the 

stimulating debates and exploring the issues outside the classroom as well as within it “ 

 

Will Mintram 
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WHY STUDY SPANISH? 
 
 

Studying A Level Spanish will offer you countless 

opportunities and can open many doors to you in the 

future. It will provide you with the tools to 

communicate effectively with well over 350 million 

people in over 20 countries worldwide. Furthermore, 

Spanish is becoming a wider used business language 

and the topics studied throughout this course, will put 

you in good stead in this competitive sector.  
 

Not only will learning Spanish improve your linguistic 

ability to communicate, it will also enhance your 

knowledge and understanding of Hispanic culture. 

There is also the opportunity to participate in an 

exchange in Year 12, where you will experience the 

culture and the language first-hand.  

 

 

TOPICS 

 
The topics studied at A Level will build upon the 

knowledge you gained at GCSE, giving you a sound 

understanding of the use of the language in a variety of 

contexts and situations.  
 

At AS Level you will study a range of topics under two 

main sections; Leisure and Lifestyle and The Individual 

and Society. Within these, you will consider current 

issues, such as relationships, youth culture, healthy and 

unhealthy living and the world of work.  
 

A2 will lead on to Environmental, Social and Political 

issues, where you will study technology, global 

warming, renewable energy and racism to name a few. 

In addition to this, you will study two cultural topics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 
 

Students will be entered for the WJEC examinations.  

At AS students sit two examinations; an oral (40%) and 

a listening, reading and writing paper (60%). The oral 

examination will last approximately 30 minutes, which 

includes 15 minutes preparation time.  The paper will 

test your comprehension, grammatical understanding, 

translation skills into English and written accuracy. 
 

At A2 you will again sit an oral examination (40%) and a 

listening, reading and writing paper (60%). The oral will 

consist of a discussion on one of the areas you have 

studied, followed by an exposé on a cultural topic. The 

paper will test your listening, reading, writing and 

translation skills into Spanish.  

 

 

 

CAREERS 

 
There are a number of possibilities to use your linguistic 

skills in language jobs, such as translating, interpreting 

or teaching. Language learners also pursue careers in 

international business, tourism, entertainment, 

international media, government, international law, to 

name but a few.   Having the knowledge of a language 

can increase your salary from anywhere between 8% to 

20% and can give you the edge over other potential 

employees.  

 

William Latter (STRS , 2009) studies German and 

Hispanic Studies at the University of Nottingham.  He 

has had the opportunity to study a broad range of 

modules, from language to politics. As well as this, he 

has spent 8 months completing an internship in 

Frankfurt, Germany and 6 months studying at the 

University of Santiago in Chile.  

 

 

 

“Spanish A Level at Sir Thomas Rich’s has been a gateway into the world of Hispanic culture and studying 

languages at university.  The department teachers are enthusiastic and passionate about Spanish, 

making the jump from GCSE to AS Level an enjoyable one”. 

 

George Alsworth 
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In addition to selecting four AS subjects in Year 12, 

students are requested to select one of the following 

options to widen their studies: 

 

  A Level General Studies 

  Or 

  GCSE Italian 

 

In Year 13, students have the option of undertaking an 

EPQ (Extended Project Qualification) instead of A Level 

General Studies. 

 

 

WHY STUDY GENERAL STUDIES? 
 

General Studies is designed to broaden your post 16 

education by reinforcing and enhancing the subjects 

studied up to GCSE.  It encourages critical thinking 

across specialist subjects focusing on cultural, scientific 

and social issues.  This helps to strengthen and 

consolidate students’ understanding of science and 

cultural topics, which supports their studies in the 

sciences and other subjects such as English and RS.  The 

course is highly focused on examination technique so 

will help students to develop skills in analysis and 

evaluation. The course will also compliment other 

subjects as well as help to prepare students for entrance 

tests at university level. 

 

In opting for General Studies, students are also able to 

benefit from life skill units, a welcome break from the 

academic rigours of AS study.  The life skill units include: 

cooking, self-defence, ballroom dancing, healthy living, 

first aid and money management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPICS 
 

Two modules are studied: 

 

The Culture and Society module explores the 

importance of culture, the arts, media and 

communication, religion, values, morals, rights and 

responsibilities, the British political system, law and 

society. 

  

The Science and Society module focuses on physical, 

life and earth sciences, human behaviour, scientific 

methods and principles, use of maths in science, 

scientific discoveries and technological  development, 

the moral responsibility of scientists. 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

For AS General Studies 

 

The Science and Society module that involves 30 

multiple-choice questions, followed by one essay from a 

choice of three questions.  The Culture and Society 

module involves 30 multiple-choice questions, followed 

by a compulsory data response question. 

Both papers are 1 hour and 30 minutes in length and 

each accounts for 50% of the AS mark. 

 

For A2 General Studies 

 

Students sit the Science and Society module that 

involves questions based on a pre-released case study 

and one essay from a choice of four questions.  The 

Culture and Society module involves a data response 

question and one essay from a choice of four questions. 

 

Both papers are 2 hours in length and each account for 

50% of the A2 mark. 

“General Studies has helped to expand my general knowledge of the world by studying varied topics 

such as politics and society today . This subject has helped to develop my analytical and 

communication skills as well as my research skills, allowing me to work more independently.” 

 

Yoanna Adaneva  



 

 

Course Information 

   General Studies 
           (Extended Project Qualification) 

WHY STUDY AN EPQ? 
 

 

 

The Extended Project aims to inspire, enthuse and 

motivate students by giving them the freedom to do a 

project close to a subject they are studying or in an 

area of personal interest.  Students cannot use a topic 

that is covered in their A Level studies. 
 

In Year 13 students may opt to undertake the 

Extended Project if they meet the qualifying 

requirement of A, A, B at AS Level (excluding General 

Studies). 
 

The Extended Project provides learners with the 

opportunity to:   

 

 understand and use research skills  

 have a significant input to the choice and 

  design of an Extended Project and take 

  responsibility either for an individual task 

  or for a defined task within a group project  

 develop and improve their own learning 

  and performance as critical, reflective and 

  independent learners  

 develop and apply decision making and, 

  where appropriate, problem solving skills  

 extend their planning, research, critical  

  thinking, analysis, synthesis, evaluation and 

  presentation skills  

 where appropriate, develop as e-confident 

  learners and apply new technologies in 

  their studies  

 develop and apply skills creatively  

  demonstrating initiative and enterprise  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the Extended Project is recognised by a 

growing number of higher education institutions and 

it may help a student to stand out from the crowd if 

they can show that they have taken their A Level 

knowledge a step further, particularly where they are 

applying to study that subject. As a stand alone 

qualification, the Extended Project is equivalent to half 

an A Level and is worth up to 70 UCAS points at A*.  

However, students should be aware that there are a 

limited number of universities, at the current time, that 

include EPQ in their offers but if called for interview, 

students may be able to draw on their EPQ study to 

show their independent study and thinking. 

 

Students are assessed on how they progress through 

their project, focusing on their ability to plan, manage 

and evaluate their work rather than on the final 

outcome of the project itself. Students are assessed on 

four areas: 

 

  Managing a project 

  Using resources 

  Developing and realising a project 

  Reviewing a project. 

 

The University of Cambridge says…. 
 

“We welcome the introduction of the Extended Project 

and would encourage applicants to undertake one as 

it will help to develop independent study and research 

skills, which will ease the transition from school/

college to higher education.” 

 

 

 

“EPQ allows me to independently research a chosen subject, in my case Architecture.  It’s a great 

opportunity to prepare myself for further studies developing my subject knowledge as well as research 

skills” 

 

 Maciej Kanarkowski 
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WHY STUDY ITALIAN? 
 

Learning another language such as Italian opens up doors to 

new opportunities, which students might otherwise not have 

encountered. As a subject, Italian is an attractive and easy 

language to learn especially if students have previously 

studied French, Spanish or Latin. Often those who take up the 

course already have a GCSE in another language firmly under 

their belt and are keen to develop their language skills further. 

In an increasingly competitive world, it is a real advantage to 

have another language qualification listed on UCAS 

application forms and Curriculum Vitae.  

 

 

 

 

TOPICS 
 

Just as with the other GCSE languages, you will study a 

range of topics and grammar in order to develop the 

ability to communicate effectively in Italian. The topics  

are covered in different contexts: Lifestyle, Leisure, 

Home and Local Environment and Work and Education. 

Within these contexts, you will learn how to 

communicate personal information about yourself and 

others, express opinions and views on a variety of topics 

and develop the ability to understand written and 

spoken texts and respond to them. The basis of the 

course is formed using the Amici textbook, which 

contains extensive topic related material along with in 

depth grammar explanations and practice.  You will also 

be issued with a Malvern vocabulary guide and a 

grammar workbook as support materials for the course. 

Students also benefit from the opportunity to have 

regular conversation practice with a native speaker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION 
 

 

The AQA GCSE Italian course is assessed in four different 

skills- listening, speaking, reading and writing. Listening 

and reading skills are externally assessed in end of 

course examinations and each paper forms 20% of the 

final mark. You will be entered for a Higher Tier paper in 

each of these skills. Writing and Speaking Skills are 

assessed throughout the year with four controlled 

assessments, two per skill. You will be are required to 

give detailed, relevant and individual responses to the 

task set. Each skill is worth 30% of the final mark. 

Controlled assessment deadlines are designed to fit in 

around your AS/A2 studies. The speaking skill is 

internally assessed and the writing skill is externally 

assessed by AQA. 

 

 

 

CAREERS 

 
You may wish to pursue a degree course in Italian or as 

a modular option in another Modern Foreign Language 

Course. For example, some students choose to 

complete a BA course in Spanish with Italian. 

Alternatively you may choose to follow a combined 

course with a variety of subjects such as Business 

Studies, Classics, English, History and Art.  

Instead of embarking on a university course, you may 

decide to enter the world of work and many employers 

will welcome the fact that you have knowledge of an 

additional European language. Suitable careers would 

include those in international retail, business, 

management and finance. 

 

“I love studying Italian because it fits with my other subjects perfectly and gives more breadth to my UCAS 

application. The teachers are enthusiastic and are always willing to help “. 

 

 

Rob Grainger 



 

 

 

Entry to Sixth Form 

 

 

 

 

 

We admit students for the Sixth Form where academic demands are significantly higher than for GCSE. It is our experience that students 

who do not meet the criteria below will find the courses difficult and they are likely to struggle to make satisfactory progress. In order to be 

eligible for entry to Sir Thomas Rich’s Sixth Form students should have the following qualifications: 

 

 Four GCSE subjects passed at grade A or above. (A short course GCSE in Religious Studies, taken in Year 10, at grade A or above 

would count as equivalent to a full GCSE at grade B. Other short course GCSEs do not count towards the full GCSE requirements.) 

 Mathematics and English Language GCSE each at grade C or above. 

 For applicants who have met the above criteria, there are minimum entry requirements specified for each course: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject to Study 
 

Minimum Entry Requirement at GCSE 

Art 
 

B in Art 

Biology 
 

A in Biology or AA in Additional Science 

Business Studies 
 

B in Business Studies (if studied) or B in English Language 

Chemistry 
 

A in Chemistry or AA in Additional Science 

Design 
 

B in Design 

Economics 
 

B in Economics (if studied) or B in Mathematics 

English 
 

B in English Language and B in English Literature 

Geography 
 

B in Geography 

Geology 
 

B in Geography or Chemistry or AA in Additional Science 

Government & Politics 
 

B in English Language 

History 
 

B in History 

Mathematics 
 

A in Mathematics (Higher Paper) 

Further Maths 
 

A* in Mathematics or C in Additional Maths if studied  

Modern Languages 
 

A in the Modern Foreign Language (French, German or Spanish)                                                                 

Music 
 

B in Music and grade 5 in an instrument 

P.E. 
 

B in P.E. (if studied) or B in Biology or AA in Additional Science plus a high level of 
practical ability in a sport 

Physics 
 

A in Physics or AA in Additional Science, and A in Maths. It is our expectation that AS 
Physicists also study AS Maths 

Politics 
 

B in English Language 

Psychology 
 

B in Eng. Language or Biology or AA in Additional Science 

R.S. 
 

B in English Language 



 

 

 

AS Results 

2014 
 

  A B C D E U 

Art 4 3 1 1 0 0 

Biology 25 21 17 5 4 1 

Business Studies 10 5 1 0 0 0 

Chemistry 19 21 12 10 3 0 

Design 0 5 1 2 0 1 

Economics 21 9 12 1 0 0 

English Lang. & Lit. 3 9 2 1 0 0 

English Literature 3 8 6 6 1 0 

French 5 2 5 5 0 1 

General Studies 34 32 24 20 10 0 

Geography 23 18 6 3 1 0 

Geology 4 2 1 0 0 0 

German 5 2 1 0 0 0 

History 18 16 5 2 0 0 

Mathematics 48 29 6 10 7 10 

Maths (Further) 15 5 5 1 1 1 

Music 5 3 1 0 0 0 

PE 6 4 0 3 0 0 

Physics 27 14 8 3 6 3 

Politics 4 4 2 1 1 0 

Psychology 24 15 12 4 0 1 

Religious Studies 4 5 5 0 0 0 

Spanish 2 5 4 3 1 0 



 

 

 
A2 Results 

2014 

 

 

 A* A B C D E U 

Art 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 

Biology 11 16 19 7 4 0 0 

Business 2 6 5 0 0 0 0 

Chemistry 11 19 12 7 2 1 0 

Classical Civilisation 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 

Critical Thinking 0 0 2 2 5 1 0 

Design 2 1 3 1 1 0 0 

Economics 7 7 7 2 1 0 0 

English Lang. & Lit. 0 7 4 3 1 1 0 

English Lit 1 1 5 2 0 0 0 

French 0 4 1 2 1 1 0 

General Studies 0 1 9 27 25 13 5 

Geography 7 14 14 4 0 0 0 

Geology 7 4 1 2 0 0 0 

German 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 

History 1 8 10 1 0 0 0 

Maths 31 20 24 11 1 2 1 

Maths (Further) 7 7 1 5 1 0 0 

PE 0 5 6 2 0 0 0 

Physics 12 11 7 6 2 0 0 

Politics 2 3 4 0 2 0 0 

Psychology 7 17 12 6 3 0 0 

Religious Studies 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 

Spanish 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 



 

 

DESTINATIONS OF LEAVERS 2014 

JOANNE ACKERS Swansea University Material Engineering 

BEN ADAMS Worcester  Biology 

OBAI AFIFI LSE  Government and Economics 

MADELEINE ALLEN Exeter  Psychology 

EDWARD ANDREWS Imperial College London  Geophysics 

WILLIAM ANDREWS Imperial College London  Geophysics 

GEORGE AVERY Gap year   

JACOB BAILEY Loughborough  Architectural Engineering and Design Management 

ANDREW BALL University of Southampton  Marine Biology 

SOPHIE BALLINGER Swansea  Law and Criminology 

JAMES BARKER Gap year   

ZAK BARLOW University of Birmingham  Physics 

MATTHEW BENNION South Carolina University  Chemistry 

ALEXANDRA BIDMEAD Manchester  Neuroscience / Psychology 

RYAN BIRR Plymouth  Criminology 

DAVID BRIERLEY Manchester  English Lit with creative writing 

GEORGIA BRINLEY Nottingham  BA Geography with Business 

MOLLIE BURROWS Oxford  Law 

THOMAS BUTT Amsterdam  Economics 

DOMINIC CAIN Travel - Australia for 7 months  

JOSEPH CAIRNS Lancaster  Physics, Astrophysics & Cosmology 

ISABELLE CAM Cardiff  Law 

JOE CAROLAN Loughborough  Accountancy and Financial Management 

EILIDH CARVER Gap year  Voluntary teaching assistant and work  

STUART CARVER Cirencester College  repeat A2 courses 

BETHAN CLEMENTS-HUNT Leeds Beckett  Law 

SAMUEL COLBERT-SMITH  Gap year - work and travel.   Plymouth 2015 to study Geography and International Relations  

JOE COLONNA The Leiden University, Netherlands  BA in International Studies   

REBECCA COLSON Nottingham Trent University  Business Management In Company 

ELLIOT CORRAN Army Army 

JAMES DALE Southampton  Electrical Engineering 

LIAM DAVIES Cardiff  Law 

LOUISA DAVIES Cardiff  English Language & Literature 

TOBY DAVIES Southampton  Chemistry 

MICHAEL DORMAN Exeter  Mechanical Engineering 

LEWIS DOWNWARD Bath  Mathematics 

KERRY DYER UWE (Bristol)  Law 

JAMES ELLIS St Andrews  MA Geography 

BENJAMIN EVANS Birmingham Medical Science 

STEVEN EVANS Liverpool  Law 

THOMAS EVANS Gap year   

JOHN FISH Swansea University  Classical Civilisations 

ALEXANDER FULLERTON Oxford  French 

OLIVER GANNICLIFFT Birmingham  Economics 

SAMUEL GASKINS Cardiff University  Economics and Finance 

ANDREW GAYLER Gap year - travelling  

DAVID GRAINGER Birmingham  Medical Sciences 

THOMAS GRAINGER Cardiff University  Biochemistry (Biochemical)  

ABIGAIL GREAVES Durham  History 

HARRIET GREEN Plymouth  Biomedical Science 

JACK GREEN Birmingham  Law and French Law 

RORY GUNNING Cardiff  Economics 

EDWARD HAMBREY Swansea Chemical Engineering 

RACHEL HAMILTON Warwick  Philosophy 

SIMON HANDY Stroud College  Foundation Art 

ALEXANDER HARRIS Gap year    

TAHMID HASNAT University of Surrey  Electronic Engineering 

LEE HATHAWAY Gap year - travel and part time employment  

JOSHUA HAYWARD Plymouth  Psychology with criminology 

BETHANY HEWITT Exeter  Biological Sciences 

REBECCA HEWLETT Reading  Animal Science 

SOPHIE HILL Manchester  Law 

NICHOLAS HODSON Imperial College  Geophysics 

NADIA HOFMANN Bristol  German & Spanish 

GEORGE HOPES Cambridge  Engineering 

HARRY HOWES Gap year - travelling  

REBECCA HUDSON Plymouth  Primary Education (Maths) 

PETER HUMPHREYS   Travel - Gap year USA, ski season in Switzerland Reading - Investment & Finance in Property 2015 

CAMERON HUNTER Swansea  Sports Science 

MEGAN HURLEY Warwick  English and French 

ZHEN HUSSAIN Cardiff  Psychology 

FRANCESCA HUTIN Swansea  Aerospace Engineering 

JOSHUA ISAAC Aston University  Mechanical Engineering 

DOMINIC JAMES Gloucester College  repeat 2 A2 levels 

LIAM JENKINS Birmingham  Law with Business 

HARRY JOHNSON Cardiff  Mechanical Engineer 

ROBERT JOHNSON York  Maths & Computer Science 

DANIEL JONES Swansea  Economics 



 

 

DESTINATIONS OF LEAVERS 2014 

ELLIE JOSEPH Birmingham  Physiotherapy 

VASHTI KASHIAN-SMITH Cambridge  Philosophy 

ALEXANDER KELSALL Lancaster  Management Mathematics 

NATALIE KERSHAW Employment  

KIT KIRBY Leeds  Business Economics 

DANIEL LADD Exeter  Business and Management 

MEGAN LANE Bristol  Maths 

REBEKAH LANE Exeter  Medicine 

ZOE LANE Southampton  Biology 

DAVID LANIGAN Southampton  Geophysics 

CHARLOTTE LEATHERBY Exeter  Psychology 

MATTHEW LEE Gap year - ski instructor course and teaching in Austria  

NEIL LEWIS Exeter  Mathematics 

CARA LIPPITT Nottingham Trent  Fashion Communication and Promotion  

RHYS LLOYD Part time study - STRS  

ELLEN LOCKSTONE Durham  Chemistry 

DUNCAN LYNCH Bath Spa Business Management 

REBECCA MADDERN Leicester Biological Sciences 

BENJAMIN MAINPRIZE Gap year - travel  

JESSICA MARSHALL University of Liverpool  Mathematics 

HARRY MCDOWELL Sheffield  Biochemistry 

ALEXANDER MILLER Keele University  Medicine 

SHABBIR AHMED MOOLLA Cardiff  Pharmacy 

DANIEL MORRISSEY Surrey  Maths 

TRISTAN MURFITT Loughborough University  Computer Science 

EDWARD NELMS Plymouth University  Geology 

GEORGE NICHOLS Bath  Chemistry 

SAMUEL PALING Part time study - STRS  

JACK PANTON Cardiff  Biotechnology 

ROBERT PATERSON Cardiff  Business Management 

ALEXANDER PAVLIMBEY Gap year - employment then travel  

ASHLEY POCOCK Gap year   

JORDAN POTTER UWE (Bristol)  Environmental Science 

CAMERON POWELL Swansea  Criminology & Psychology 

ROSS PREEDY Cardiff  Business Management 

BETHANY PRICE-BISH Exeter  Psychology 

JOSEPH PROSSER Plymouth  Economics 

HARRY PRUDDEN Cambridge  Engineering 

ROMY RICE Bath  Biology 

LUKE RIDAL Exeter  Geography 

ZACH ROBB Manchester  Modern History with Economics 

BENEDICT ROBYNS-LANDRICOMBE Lancaster  Accountancy & Finance 

JACK ROGERS Cardiff  Law 

MATTHEW SARGENT Cardiff  Pharmacy 

HANNAH SAUNDERS University of Bath  Business Administration 

SHREYA SAXENA Bristol  Medicine 

MEEHAD SHAHRIYAR University of Sheffield  Mechanical Engineering 

CALLUM SHEEN Cardiff  Social Sciences 

MATTHEW SHELDON Nottingham  Law 

ABBEY SMITH Gap Year - show jumping Mechanical Engineering Sept 2015 

BENJAMIN SMITH Cambridge  Natural Sciences 

GEORGINA SMITH-WOODS University of Gloucestershire  Criminology 

GREGORY STAIT Gap year then Swansea University  

SAMANTHA STAITE Cardiff University  Psychology 

JACOB STEPHENSON Winchester  English Literature 

GEMMA STILES Southampton  Medicine 

ZANNAH STOWER  Gap year  

HOLLY SWANN University of Exeter  Mathematics 

STEVEN TATLOW Durham  Physics 

ADAM TAYLOR Bath  Integrated Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 

RACHAEL TAYLOR Swansea  Business Management 

HARRY THOMAS Gap year then University to study Primary Education  

JOSHUA THOMAS Leicester  Mchem Chemistry with Forensic Science 

ANDREW TILLOTT Bath  Business Administration 

THEODOROS TOLMAN-MICHAEL Birmingham  BA Modern Languages 

CRAIG TURNER Southampton  Msc Marine Biology 

ZAKEE ULHAQ Teaching Assistant  British International School, Saudi Arabia 

SAMUEL UNDERHILL Cardiff  Economics 

ZAK UNDERWOOD Swansea  Economics 2015.  Gap year working 

JOSHUA VALLENDER Bath  Mathematics and Physics 

CHLOE VENN Exeter  Biological Sciences 

OWEN WADE Exeter  Geography  

BETH WALSH Plymouth  Physiotherapy 

CHARLES WEBSTER Nottingham  Veterinary Medicine 

MADELAINE WHEATSTONE Cardiff  Biology 

EUAN WHITBOURN University of Reading  Geography Bsc (Physical and Human) 

ELLEN WIGHTMAN Plymouth  Bsc Child Health Nursing 

GEMMA WILLIAMS Durham  Medicine 

MORGAN WINSTANLEY Surrey  Criminology 
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Please choose one subject in each block. 

You should not select both Economics and Business Studies. 

When you have chosen your options, please list them in order of preference in your online application (preferred).  

Alternatively complete the table on the options sheet which is on the following page (to be submitted with paper 

applications). You should include the option block you have chosen from (either using the drop down menu on the 

online form or in the third column of the paper form). Unless your options clash (see below) each option block should 

appear once in your main choices (the exception to this is if you have selected ‘Maths & F.Maths’ in which case you may 

have one option block empty – see below). You may, if you wish, also provide up to two reserve subject choices that you 

would be willing to study if we cannot offer your main option choices (for example due to low numbers in a particular 

subject making an option unviable). 

Changes to the blocks: There is a possibility that some changes to the block structure may be made including additional 

sets for some subjects if demand warrants it. Likewise sets may be removed if demand is so low as to make a set unviable 

– in the latter case you will be contacted if this affects you. 

Clashes - option choices which do not fit the blocks: If your option choices do not fit the block structure, please list your 

preferences in the table. If a subject cannot be added without repeating an option block, please select ‘X’ in the block 

drop-down menu (or write it in the block column for paper applications) and include a subject you would take as an 

alternative in the ‘Reserve Choices’ (this alternative must enable your choices to fit the block structure). There is a small 

possibility that additional sets will be added which may facilitate your original option choices but this is by no means 

guaranteed.  

*Further Maths: Further Maths can only be taken with Mathematics and is selected as a single option as ‘Maths  &             

F. Maths’ in either Block C or Block D. If selecting this option, pupils may select either two or three further options from 

the other three blocks – those selecting only two further options should leave Option 4 blank. 

School Preference: Please include an honest indication of whether STRS is your 1st, 2nd or 3rd choice option for studying 

AS-Levels. Please note this information will not affect the likelihood of you being offered a place in any way but it is 

very useful to us in assessing the number of pupils we are likely to be accommodating in each subject and therefore the 

number of sets we are going to need to schedule. 
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Block A Block B Block C Block D 

Biology Art Art Biology 

Business Studies Biology Chemistry English Literature 

Chemistry Chemistry Economics French 

English Literature Design German Geology 

Geography Economics History History 

Physics Geography Mathematics Mathematics 

Politics History Maths & F.Maths Maths & F.Maths 

Psychology Music Physics Physics 

Spanish  PE Psychology 
Psychology 

 
Religious Studies 

 



 

 

Pupil’s Name:   

  
  

Present School:   

 
 

Contact E-mail: 
 

I wish to reserve a Sixth Form place at Sir Thomas Rich’s to study the subjects indicated below, provided that 

I meet the entry requirements. 

Preference Order Subject Block 

1   
  

2   
  

3   
  

4*   
  

Reserve Choices   
  

1   
  

2   
  

    please tick one   

STRS is my 1st xx   2nd xx   3rd   choice location for studying in the 6th Form 

Please return with your application form to: Sixth Form Administrator, 
Sir Thomas Rich’s School, Oakleaze, Longlevens, Gloucester, GL2 0LF 

by Tuesday 3rd February 2015. 
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Sir Thomas Rich’s School 

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 

TO THE SIXTH FORM 2015 
Present School: 

Surname:           Legal Surname: 

Forename:           Middle Name(s):    

 

Home Address:     

 

Home e-mail address:                                                                Pupil mobile No: 

Sibling in school (Y/N)            

Please give details of all persons who have parental responsibility and anyone else you wish to be contacted in an emergency. 

                                Name/Relationship                Home Address * Phone  *  Mobile                        Daytime * Phone  *Mobile 

 

      

 

 

 

 

SIGNATURES: 

 

Applicant: 

 

 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

 

Form 

 

 

Adm. No. 

Date of Birth: Admission date: Home Tel: 

Form: Name: 

   
  3 

Medical Practice: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Medical Conditions: 

First Language*: Home Language: Religion: 

Ethnicity:  

  1 

  2 

Data Protection Act 1998: The School is registered under the Data Protection Act for holding personal data. The School has a  

duty to protect this information and to keep it up to date. The School is required to share some of the data with the Local              

Authority and with the DfE. PLEASE INFORM THE SCHOOL OF ANY CHANGES TO THE ABOVE INFORMATION. 

*First Language is the language that a pupil first experienced in their early childhood. 

Post Code: 

Gender:  M / F 

(Please see opposite page for categories) 



 

 

Ethnic categories 
First Language and/or 

Home Language 

Description Description 

Any other Asian background Bengali 

Any other Black background Chinese 

Any other Ethnic Group English 

Bangladeshi French 

Black African German 

Black Caribbean Greek 

Chinese Gujarati 

Gypsy/Roma Hindi 

Indian Italian 

Other mixed background Panjabi 

Other White British Polish 

Pakistani Portuguese 

Refused Spanish 

Traveller – Irish Heritage Turkish 

White and Asian Urdu 

White and Black African Other - please state: 

White and Black Caribbean   

White and Chinese   

White Eastern European 
Religion 

White English 

White Irish Description 

White Scottish Buddhist 

White Welsh Christian 

White Western European Hindu 

    Jewish 

    Muslim 

    No Religion 

    Other 

    Refused 

    Sikh 



 

 

SIR THOMAS RICH’S  


